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Abstract: A generalized calculation of the critical field strength for the 

creation of domains of reverse magnetization at grain boundaries 

and lamellar precipitates is made. The hypothesis of nucleation 

of domains of reverse magnetization at lamellar precipitates is 

able to account for the o~served linear variation of coercivity 

with percent carbon precipitated as lamellar cementite in iron. 

This is contrasted to a variation to the 2/3 power wi th percent 

carbon precipitated as granular cementite at which closure domains 

form. The grain boundary contribution to coercivity is calculated 

and found to depend sensitively on the orientation of the axis of 

easy magnetization from grain to grain. The variation of coercive 

force with applied stress is qualitatively explained, and the 

predicted variations are of the same order of magnitude as is 

observed. Finally, the c()ncept of nucleation of domains' of 

reverse magnetization at grain boundaries is employed to give a 

qualitative physical insight into the complicated stress hysteresis 

phenomena which are observed at different constant field strengths. 

I. Introduction 

The concept of nucleation of domains of reverse magnetization at 
1 grain boundaries which was introduced in E-532 is applicable to several 

phenomena which have not yet been thoroughly understood. The concept can 

be generalized"to'include any planar surface with surface pole density 

w~ (eog. I a lalfl,ellar precipi tate). A preliminary list of such phenomena 

1. J. B. Goodenough and N. Menyuk, Digital Oomputer Laboratory Engineering 
Note E-532. MoI.T •• March 9, 1953. 
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includes 10) the origins of coercivity and its variation with stress and with 

percent lamellar precipitate, 2.) the stress hysteresis phenomenon at constant 

field strengths. 30) the dependence of B-H loop squareness on the magnitude 

of the spontaneous magnetization. 4.) the dependence of core switching time 

on grain size or on percent lamellar precipitate, 5.} the qualitative change 

of shape of the B-H loop with tensile or compressive stress. and 6.) the 

va.ria.tion in Bloch wall velocities as measured by a Sixtus-Tonks,type ex:peri- . 

ment from the direct measurements of wall velocities. In this paper. the 

first two of these phenomena will be discussed. The third and fourth will 

be discussed subsequently after the completion of a currently projected set 

of experiments, and the last two were pointed out in E-5320 
To generalize the calculation for H t the nucleating field: strength, 

n 
to include any planar surface with pole density w*. the change of crystalline 

internal energy due to nucleation is 

Ll E :0 (r. - 0;;. )A - '" &w A", + .2 t'I I,~V - HJ.(c.- J., -I U-OJ..)V I-- 1:,. + /:-"'pJ 

as given in Equation (2) of E-532o <r and 0':.. are the surface energy den-o n 
sities of the planar surface of area A before and after nucleation has taken 

place 0 There are n domains of reverse magnetization nucleated each with 1800 

Bloch wall area Aw:' wall surface energy density <Jw' volume V, and demagnetiza-

tion factor N. ~ and 0(2 are the angles the external field H makes wi th the 

spontaneous magnetization vectors of magnitude 1 on either side of the planar s 
surfaceo E and E are the interaction energies of the magnetic poles associated 

p np, 
with the new Bloch walls with. respectively, those on the planar surface ,and 

those on neighboring Bloch wallso The nucleation field strength Hn is that 

field for which the change in free energy, F =l1E - T AS • between the pre

nucleated and post-nucleated state is zero. To obtain an estimate of the 

change in entropy of the system with nucleation, it is assumed that the total 

volume of material Vt is composed of elementary volumes V, where V is the 

volume of a nucleated domain. Then the total number of such elementary 

volumes is Nt = V t /v• These may be aligned parallel or antiparallel to their 

prenucleation direction. The·number which align themselves'a.ntiparallel at 

nucleation is Nd :: V~Vt where Vd is the volume of material which has reversed 

its magnetization at nucleationo The entropy change is therefore, 
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'where k is the Boltzman constant and 

i d o t _I":. AIM R· 
r ~ V" IVt- ~ 'hrJ / '3,"- L • L is a. 

mean gra n ~ame er, 0 o and ) ~ R IJ. is the ratio of the minor 

to major axes of the nucleated domaino The change in free engery i~ therefore. 

tiP = A Ii! f~A - ,.~ -1').~ + rH r. Ys -191 (1) 

" 

where the dimensionless parameters Y;) ~ ) y and rH" are as g'iven in 

E-532. and 

l,l.hT {' )~ (..L)1 y~ 'a 'fr AJ 'Is.... l' t..."F dl ~". /-1'. 

The optimum value of n is obtained by setting d(AF )/') R rt:.() for a given ,I. 
If the resulting reltaionship between the parameters, viz 

I~ J 1 ,~+- ¥ V~ - r If ~ r Kf. - i ({ IS R£; ) 
is substituted into Equation (1)0 the nucleation field strength becomes 

J1.f3T'l~w -(cr.- r:r,..::!) ~ ;lTIJlr'l 
H ~ $ " ;2 (,~ l ..:a- A ( 2 ) 

~ "I17""~). (t.r-a ti, ~ ~ ",-) , • 

Typical values for p and B't/A are p"" 0.1 and Nt/A'S L/V N 10
11

0 Therefore at 

or below room temp&rature zr 1 ~~ Ij A ~ 10 .. 1 e.'tJJ /~: Since ~ No.1 ~ I f..W/'~~ 

2;-//1 s 1/ i ".'Lc1'w '/0.' h J o-.t 
A .2 &1. ~ ,., 

Although the entropy term will pe of increasing importance as the Curie tempera-

ture is approached, it is concluded that at and below room temperatures it can 

be neglected compared to the other terms. Also ~«a; and is neglected. The 

nucleation field strength reduces o therefore. to 

~{ 37;a-w 0'; 1 
3 ~ ,! L'- '\ - F 

H ~ It 

~ f l.tJ. (~ol. + ~ otj.) 

This expression is identical with Equation (8) of E-532 if is 

the surface energy density of an infinite. ~lanar grain boundary bounding a 

grain of length L. Since no grain boundary is an infinite planet abetter 

approximation for a; can be obtained by calculating 

0":" - - l J~. I J"-• - .1 .. -t' ~ 

• 
along an axis normal to a grain boundary surface of mean diame,t&r"- L'. 
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The magnetic field along this axis 

is 

wherer is the distance from the foot of the axis to the element of grain 

boundary area dIS. The surface energy density then becomes 

(4) 

If ~ and ~ are the angles made by the normal to the grain boundary with the 

spontaneous magnetization vectors of magnitude 1 of the adjacent grains, 
s 

w· = Is(cos S, - cos ,)..). 

If the planar surface is a lameliar precipitate, then the demag

netization factor is 4n and 

11; 
~ _ _ 1. II\T,I~: 
V Q " , II --

(5) 

A factor of 1/2 has entered because the lamellar sheet, of width dJ • has 

two principal surfaces. If I is the magnetization of the precipitate and 
p 

~So ~~are the angles the normal to the lamellar plane makes with the spon-

taneous magnetizations of the lattice and the precipitate, the lamellar surface 

pole density fsw;. = (Is cos<ts - Ip costl,.>. The angle ~1twill so adjust 

itself as to minimize the energy associated with w; and the anisotropy of the 

precipi tate. The condition that Hn> 0 for a lamellar precipitate is, therefore, 

/. ~ .. ).. < ~ ,.., 0./ ~ I 
~ :.t ' ~ b" ) • 

I 2 -6 2 . H 
f w; I'V 7 x 10 t Hn> 0 only when d,t < 5 x 10 emo If w'''''' 10 t n'> 0 provided 

d~ < 10-4J• 10-5 cmo The lamellar precipitate should nucleate domains of 

reverse magnetization. therefore, in much the same manner as the grain boundary. 

The Hn for a lamellar precipitate will be negative in metals but may be positive 

in the ferrites. 
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'II. Cosrci ve Force 

The magnetization of a ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetio specimen 

is changed in an external field by domain creation a:n.d/~r domain growtho 

If H .c:. H 0 thecoerci vi ty of the sample is a measure of the resistance n c 
to Bloch wall motion within the sample. If the maximum permeability is 

low, a large proportion of the flux change is due to domain creation 

and the coercivity is a measure of the smaller resistances to domain 

wall motion. 

The resistance in a material to normal domain wall displacement 

has several origins. Nee12 has discussed the resistances due to inclusions 

and stress variations within a grain. Whereas Neel considered that the 

non~magnetic inclusions have magnetic poles on their surface, Williams 

and Shockley3 have observed closure domains about such inclusions which 

retard walls which are moving past them with a force proportional to 

their domain wall surface tension. This mechanism is shown diagramatically 

in Figure 1. If the resistance to wall motion is due to the 90° wall 

surface tension, then 

,2 ri·Z L1.V :::: fZ7T 7( OWL\~ 
- -5 

where or 9 the surface energy density of a 180 0 domain wall, is taken to w 
be twice that for a 90° wall. If ~ is the angle between the applied field 

!! and the' spontaneous magnetization vector Is' if n is the average number 

of inclusions per cm2 of 1800 domain wall which have closure domains in 

contact with the moving wall, and if- the average radius of the inclusions 

1s (R> , then 

H~ = ; __ ~ (~1<1I>"· 
If ) 1 h di i hb . l' J -2 s t e mean stance between near-ne g '. or l.nc USl.ons, noe: • 

If P is the percentage of precipitate in the matrix, it is proportional 

to the ratio of the volumes of precipitate to total material. Therefore 

? oc:' <~>J / .),;:i and Ih <~ > = C, pl/J /<''R> • For low concentrations the 
-I 

proportionality constant is C,"'" 10. The coercivity is then given by 

2. L. Nlel,Ann.Univo Grenoble,2g. 299 (1946); Physica l.5., (1949); Bull. 
Soc. Franc. electro [6J 2. J08 (1949). 

3. H. J. Williams and W. Shockley, Phys. Rev. Zi, 178 (1949). 
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He. ""' ~ (r.~>)- /11 (6) 

K" B 4 H oster s measurements of the change in with percent carbon in iron which c 
is precipitated as granular cementite are reproduced in Figure 20 The full 

line is the theoretical curve from Equation (6) for (0; /LI!, <'R'») := 6 or 
-~ 2(. 

<R> ~ l~/~ ~. A P J law will prevail only so long as <R) does not 

vary appreciably with percent carbon content. For larger carbon content <R> 
1./, 

should increase and Hshould fall below a strict P plot. e 
KosterU s measurements of the change in H with percent carbon . c 

in iron which is precipitated as lamellar cementite is also shown in Figure 2. 

The variation here is linear with P. Some other mechanism than that of 

closure domains must be responsible for the forces resisting Bloch wall 

motion past the lamellar precipitateso If domains of reverse magnetization 

are nucleated at the lamellar surfaces in the same manner as was postulated 

for grain boundary surfaces in ]1",,532. then the surface pole energy density 

which created the Bloch walls will resist their motion. If cyl~ndrical 

domains of reverse magnetization are nucleated at a planar surface with base 

radius R in elementary. periodic areas D2. the energy associated with the 

surface magnetic poles is 

a" = a: It;:'- -1)/ +- ( H Ar .. o .. 
j
< ~r ... '). 

At H = He the increase in energy associated with the surface magnetic poles 

must equal the decrease in energy resulting from the increased volume 

I:J.V -= Ll[J~Tr~1.(~2..~, +-~'1&i)] which is aligned in the direction of 1!. The 

spontaneous magnetization I makes an angle 8 with the surface normal and s 
). m is a mean distance between surfaces. If 01., and. cJ~ are the angles between 

is and,£!, the equilfbrium relation D26rr .. 2t!c ·Is A V gives for the plane

surface contribution to the coercivity. 

The contribution from the harmonic terms is smaller than the contribution 

from the first term and is neglected. 

4. Wo Koster, Arch. Eisenhuttenw. ~o 289 (1930). 

(7) 
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~ 

If the planar surface is a lamellar precipitate p 0; = TW;· i 
from Equation (5). If the precipitate is cementite p the percentage of carbon 

in iron is P .c' (precipitate volume)/ (volume of cyrstal) 0 If, therefore. 
2 2 ~ L is the principal surface area of parallel orientated precipitate in 

a volume L3, then 

since Ithe'average distance between lamellar areas is 1 == L/Ol... 0 Then, m 
by Equation (7), the contribution to H of the lamellar precipitate is c 

.2 Tf CJ. B w;">/ I~ 1 H (tJ~) - . ? (8) 
~ :A - «(c,..Il+ c;o"'L»«c.r,1L~, t v,"~J> 

where the proportionality constant is 02 N 0.04.Tbe saturation magnetiza

tion of cementite is 1000 and of pure iron is 1700.5 Therefore <w*J.2.) II == 
.~ s 

Is < (coso(. - 006 cos OCp )2> ~lOO Oe. If ~""A(~oI,t~oll»'(cnlc9,+~l.~»= 3.) then 

Hc (<1 ) == 12 p, This corresponds to the slope of the stra.ight line in.Jrigure',2. 
I 

Thus the concept of nucleation of domains of reverse magnetization at the 

lamellar precipitate predicts not only the straight line relationship between 

H and the percent carbon precipitated but also the corre:ct order of magni-c 
tude for the slope of the line. 

If the planar-surface i.s a grain boundary. 0: -:.TJ2.l~ from Equation 

(4). For small angles oa.,t -,h fJ,. and c9~ the grain boundary contribution to 

the coercivity becomes 'frf. Equation (7il 

If Ln == LtG == 1/3. Since (S, - 6,) ; 45°. a reasonable order of magnitude 

for the grain boundary contribution to the coercivity in a material whose 

spontaneous magnetization vectors are not oriented from grain to grain is 

Hc(tL.)~ 10 .... 31 • 'Thus for metals H (w*) ~ 1 Oe. and for ferrites H (W*),: 0.1 Oe. s c . c 
This contribution can be considerably reduced by the reduction of ~et(~~ -~~ )/ 
through grain orientation, magnetic anneal. or application of tensile stress. 

If also LI ~< L. this factor will be further reduced. This latter condition 

might be accomplished in large-grained wire specimens in which the grain 

5. F. Stablein and K. Schroeter, Z. anorg. allgem. Chem. 174, 193 (1928). 
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boundaries constitute cross-sectional areas. Application of a tensile stress 

of 8Kg/mm2 to 68 permalloy is shown in Figure 4 of E~5J2 to cause a decrease 

in H of 006 Oe. This is in excellent agreement with the order of magnitude c 
est imate of a ,4H £- 1 06. 

C 

On a saturation loop it is possible for the nucleating field 

strength H to be larger than the field strength required to move domain 
n 

walls when they exist. If this latter field strength is defined as H , w 
then the measured coercivity H is either H or H depending upon which is c n w 
larger.' If H = H > H \) the B-H loop will have a sharp knee. If H = H '> H , c n W C lIT n 
the B-H loop will not be square. If Equation (7') is substituted into 

Equation (J) \l it is at once apparent that a decrease in (cos I), - cos 6'. ) will 

cause an increase in Hn. From Equation (9), however. a decrease in (cos ~ - cos ,,(.) 

will mean a decrease in H (~). IfD therefore, nucleation occurs at the grain 
c 

boundaries in a given material in which the directions of spontaneous magnetiza-

tion can be aligned by tensile stress, H should increase and H should decrease 
n 6 w 7 

simultaneously with increasing tensile stress. Sixtus and Preisach have 

made measurements which are capable of distinguishing between Hand H 0 In n w 
their measurements on permall'py \) the starting field\) H ,was a measure of H s n 
whenever H = H ;> H. They also extrapolated a wall velocity vs. driving c n w 
field curve to zero to define an H 0 This H' represents a resistance to 

o 0 
wall motion. One contribution to H , if the hypothesis of grain boundary 

o 
nucleation is correct for these materials, is i (w*). A plot of Hand H c s 0 

as a function of applied tensile stress is shown in Figure J. H is seen to s 
ri se sharply with inc rea. sed stre ss 9 or decreased (cos ~ - cos '-3., ) \) whereas 

Ho decreases. The change in Ho is nearly 0.3 Oe. This is the predicted 

order of magnitude of a partially grain oriented specimen. 

Thus far in the discussion it has been assumed that the material 

in question is driven through a saturation cycle. Can the same principles 

apply if a core is driven around a small B-H loop? If a material wi th a 

. relatively square B-H loop is dri v~n by an a.co external field. the sharp 

knee of the loop will occur at nearly the same field strength as the ampli

tude of the external field, H , is reduced to some value H > H. H is m m n n 
taken as that field strength at which the sha~p knee occurs. This would 

6. K. J. Sixtus" "Probleme der Technischen Magnetizierungskurve lf (Springer, 
Berlim· t 19J8). 

7. F. Preisach, Phys. Z., 139913 (1932). 
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indicate that although some walls are always,present in the material when 

it traverses a small B-H loop, the nucleation and switching mechanism is 

exactly analogous for the saturation and small loops provided Hm > Hn. At 

small driving fields a smaller fraction of the material is switchedo 

If a material does not have a rela.tively square B-H loop, H <:: H (sat.) n c 
where H (s at.) is' the coerci vi ty of the saturation loopo 

c 
tude of the driving field on such a material is reduced, the 

If the ampli-

ratio R+ of 

flux change due to nucleation to that due to wall motion during any cycle 

will increase. If"further, the material has a large magnetostriction 

coefficient so that- the shape of the loop is stress sensitive, the ratio 

Rt will decrease with an applied tensile or compressive stress which decreases 

w*o A decrease in w. will decrease H == H and increase H 0 If H > H (satt» wen m c 
th e n ;th e coerci vi ty will reflect the decreased re si stance to wall mot ion 

and decrease. If, on the other hand, H < H (sato), the coercivity will m c 
reflect the decrease in Rt with stresso As R~ decreases because more wall 

motion and less nucleation is taking place, H will be a measure of the mean c 
resistance to wall motion of a larger number of wallso It no longer rep.-

resents the resistance to those few walls which move most easily, and there

fore it increases. Hence, a plot of coercivity va. applied field strength 

for such a material without and with an applied stress should show an 

intersection at H ~ H (sat.). Such measureme~ts have been taken on a m ;0 

Ferroxcube 4B core by Po Baltzer and Ro Frackiewicz of this Laboratory 'and 

are shown in Figure 4. It should also be noted that the application of 0.32 

Kg/mm2 compressive stress causes a decrease in the saturation coercivity of 

0004 Oeo This, is in accord with the order of magnitude estimate of ~ 001 Oe. 

for the grain boundary contribution to H in the ferriteso 
c 

Finally, it should be noted that if sufficient stress is applied 

so that H == Hn> H 9 the saturation coerci vi ty will increase with applied 
c aW ' 

stress. Williams has recently measured the coercivity of a low coercive-

force nickel-zinc ferrite body as a function of compressive stress. His 

curve shows a relatively constant value for He == 0003 Oeo with cr<. o. ,S"' 1(;/ ... ~2.. 
In this specimen the grain boundary contribution to the coercive force i$ 

less than 0003 Oeo What small variations occur in H as a result of decreas-e 
ing UJ4I' appear to be compensated by increasing internal stresseso At larger 

8. Ho J 0 Williams,l'JStressai Ferrites having Rectangular Hysteresis Loops," 
(To be published in EoEo). 
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compressive stresses such that H = H > H (a sharp knee in the B_H loop new 
appears at this stress value also). the coercivity increases sharply with 

increased stress. This sharp increase is attributed to the increase in 

H with decrease in w* = 1 (COS~I- c~s &>Jo n s 
In summary it has been shown that the hypothesis of nucleation 

at grain boundaries requires that there be a grain boundary contribution 

to the coercivityo This contribution has been found to vary sensitively 

with the grain boundary pole density w* = I (cos8,- cos 92 )0 It is expecially s 
sensi ti ve to (cos~, coo co S 192. ) 0 or the degree of alignment of the spontaneous 

magnetization vector on either side of the boundaryo This sensitivtty and the 

order of magnitude of the grain boundary contribution are found to be in 

agreement with experiments on permalloy and on the Ferroxcube 4B ferriteo 

The variation of H 0 H 9 and H with stress in permalloy and the nickel-c s 0 

zinc ferrite are in good qualitative agreement with the hypothesis that 

H = H or H (whichever is the larger)9 and the predicted variations of c n w 
H and H (w*)o Finally the hypothesis of nucleation of domains of reverse n c 
magnetization at lamellar precipitates has predicted a linear variation of 

Hc in iron with percent carbon precipitating as lamellar ~ementiteo This is 

in agreement with the measurements of Koster4 and in contrast to the varia

tion with percent carbon to the 2/3 power for granular cementite at which 

closure domains perter to formo 

111 0 • Stress Hysteresis 

Since the work of Ewing9 before the turn of the century stress 

hysteresis in ferromagnetic materials at constant field strength has been 

observed 9 but no satisfactory explanation of this phenomenon has heretofot 

been offered. The hypothesis of nucleation at grain boundaries, however, 

provides a simple 9 qualitative explanation for this apparently complex 

phenomenono Besides rotation of the spontaneous magnetization vectors in 

the applied field, there are two principal mechanisms which are responsible 

for flux change in a magnetic material 9 viz. domain creation and Bloch wall 

movement. Each of these may be either reversible or irreversibleo If a 

90 J 0 Ho Ewing p "The"'iilectrician" (London II 3d Ed. t) 1900)0 
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tensile or compressive stress a' is applied\) the resulting magnetostriotive 

forces favor a single direction of easy magnetization throughout th~ 

material which is determined by the direction of fT 0 In a polycrystalline 

material with a positive magnetostriction constant, such as permalloy, the 

spontaneous magnetization vectors of the individual grains are rotated 

toward the direction of applied tensile stress. The surface pole density at 

the grain boundarYI) w*::: I (cos ~ ~ cos <94 )0 decreases as the alignment 'of 
s 

the spontaneous magnetization vectors improves. Since the Bloch wall surface 

energy density does not vary as rapidly as ~~ Hn will increase by Equations 

(,3' and (4). The range of variation in (cos ~ -cos e.<,) over the various grain 

boundaries will be decreased. The number of nucleated domains as a function 

of H will\) therefore g be shifted to higher field strengths and be concentrated 

over a smaller range of H. A decrease in w* will also mean a decrease in 

H (~) by Equation (9). Bloch walls which are present in a material will c 
move under a smaller driving field Ho In summary~ then. the hypothesis of 

nucleation at grain boundaries predicts that the change of an applied stress 

which alters ~ in the presence of a given external field strength'H will have 

~~o important effectso I.) If the field strength required for motion of a 

wall is decreased by a decrease in ~ below the given field strength Hg the 

domain will grow or contract according to its orientati?n with respeot to H. 

20.) The number of nucleated domains for a given H will vary with the value 

of w*. If a decrease in W* makes H <: H t the surface tensions in the Bloch 
n 

walls will exceed the net force to maintain domains of reverse magnetization 

which are nucleated at grain boundaries. There results a net force to shrink 

these domains to zero volume. 

Figure 5 shows a B-H loop of 68 PermalloylO which was taken with a 

stress {1'= 4Kglmm2 continually maintained (broken line) and a loop (solid 

line) with the same stress released and then reapplied at various constant 
10 values of H marked (i) - (ix) 0 Figure 6 shows a similar loop taken with 

no stress applied except at certain values of H at which it is lapplied and 
• subsequently releasedo The resulting ohanges in the magnitude of the induc-

tion can now be qualitatively understood. 

100 R. M. Bozortho "Ferromagnetism- (Do Van Nostrand Co. Inc. I) 1951), Chapter 
1,3. 

• This data was called to my attention by P. K. Baltzer. 
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When the stress was released at (i) of Figure 59 the direction of 

easy magnetization was no longer aligned by the stress and the spontaneous 

magnetization vectors of the individual grains rotated to a set of axes 

which were determined by the crystallographic orientation of the grains. 

The contribution to the flux change due to this rotation is reversible and 

small compared to the observed flux change of nearly a factor of six. The 

change of flux due to such rotations w~ll not be mentioned in the subsequent 

discussion. It will be understood that this contribution is always present. 

The significant feature for this disc~ssion is that ~ increased when the 

stress was removed. Apparently w· increased sufficiently to make Hn~ H(i). 

There resulted a nucleation of many domains of reverse 'magnetization at the 

grain boundaries with a resultant large decrease in the induction through the 

sample. When ~ was reapplied o ~ decreased again and Hn> H(i)o Since also 

-B(i) was opposed to the formation of reverse domains, the domains which had 

been created when ~was released disappeared when ~was reapplied. There 

were a few domains which were irreversibly created e however e so that the 

induction through the sample was not completely regained by the reapplica

tion of tr. 

At (ii) and (iii) the process was the same as at (if except that 

more domains of reverse magnetization were irreversibly created. This is 

quite consistent with the fact that H(i) was opposed to the existence of 

reverse domains» H(ii) = 0, and H(iii) fav.ored their existence. The field 

HCiii) favored the formation of larger domains and opposed the Bloch wall 

surface tension forces which were acting to destroy the new domains when the 

stress was reapplied. It is interesting to note that the history of the 

specimen affected its coercivityo After release and reapplication of strees 

at (i1i)0 there were many irreversibly formed reverse domains present. 

Their existence altered the distribution of w* over the grain boundaries 

so as to reduce the nUl'.tiber of new domains nucleated at increased values of 

H. More Bloch wall motion was necessary to reduce the induction to zero, 

and the coercivity was consequently slightly increased. 

At (iv) there waSt initially. a large percentage of the specimen's 

volume within domains antiparallel as well as parellel to H(iv). When ~was 

released» the increase in w* caused the nucleation of domains with orienta

tions parallel or antiparallel to H(iv) depending upon the orientation of 

the larger domain in which they were formed. Although those which were 
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oriented parallel to H(iy) should have been larger, on the averag~ than 

those oriented antiparallel to H(iv)& fewer of them were formed. There 

resulted a d~crease in the induction as shown. When 6 was reapplied, 

however p the domains which were created antiparallel to H(iv) disappeared 

with decreasing 0..;$. Since H(iv) > Hc( t:T = 4Klr/mm2)" those which were 

created parallel to H(iv) remained and even grew. The marked increase in 

l:sl resulted. 

The mechanisms at (v) and (ix) were the same as at (iv) except 

that the proportion of created dQmains which were oriented paral~el to H was 

greatly reducedo The mechanisms at (vi) and (vii) were the same as those 

at (i)9 (ii)o and (iii)o 

When ~was released and ~ increased at (viii), the majority of 

new domains were oriented parallel to R(viii). A sharp decrease iniBI resulted. 

Since H(viii)~ H (CS"= 4Kg/mm2)II whentr was reapplied, the favorably oriented c 
new domains grewl~hile the unfavorably Qriented ones disappeared. Consequently 

IBI continued to decrease until the induction chang~d sign and increased 

in the apposite direction. 

The nine steps in the hysteresis loop of Figure 6 can be under- . 

stood in an analogous manner. Initially the domain structure was complex 

with nearly as many domains oriented antiparallel as parallel to H. When IT 

was applied at (1)9 the resulting decrease in ~ favored a simpler domain 

structure. Consequently most of those~omains which were oriented anti

parallel to R disappeared and the induction markedly increased. When w* 

was subsequently increased by the release of ~, domains of reverse magnetiza

tion were formed at the grain boundaries since H ~ H(i). Because of the 
n 

very different history of formation of the original reverse domains from 

that of those created at the grain boundaries by the release of the stress o 
the induction did not return to its original value. The original volume 

included within reverse domains was more extensive because the original 

magnetizing field was much smaller than H ( fS' = 0) so that Ii ttle wall c 
movement could take place to alter the domain pattern from that of the 

completely demagnetized state. 

Because of the application and release of stress at (i). at (ii) 

the specimen consisted primarily ··of large domains t oriented more or less 

parallel to the original field!) in which existed many small domains of 

oppositely directed ma.gnetization. When ~ was reapplied a.t (i1) II therefore. 
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the small domains, most of which were reversibly formed. disappeared as ~ 

decreased. Since H(ii) = O. there was no external field to aid in shrink

ing the reverse domains. The induction at (ii) with tr = 4Kg/mm2 could. 

therefore p have been no larger than the corresponding value at (i). Because 

some of the reverse domains were irreversibly created, the induction at 

(ii) with ~= 4Kg/mm2 was slightly less than that at (i). Since only the 

reversibly created domains disappeared when tr was applied. the release of 

cr caused the recreation of the original reverse domains and the induction 

returned to its original value. 

H(iii) was parallel to the reverse domains which were nucleated 

at (i) and (ii) when the stress was released. When ~ was applied at (iii). 

therefore, H( i-ii) opposed the callapse of many of the nucleated domains. 

Since H(iii) was nearly e~ual to the field strength at the first knee of the 

er = 4Kg/mm2 curve (a field strength at which nucleation apparently took 

place), it was of sufficient magnitude to oppose the collapse of those 

domains which would have been created at the first knee. The increase in 

induction with _applied stress was, therefore, considerably smaller at (iii) 

than it was at (i) and (ii). Because H (w*) was reduced, H(iii) was not 
c 

only strong enough to oppose the collapse of some of the reverse domains, 

but also capable of causing them to grow somewhat~ When ~was removed, 

therefore p the induction decreased be~ow its original value upon renuclea

tion of the revers~ domains. 
. . 2 

He i v) > H ( cr = 4Kg/mm ). When the stress was applied at (i v) • c, 
the coercivity was reduced to where the nucleated domains could grow to 

reverse the induction through the sample. When ~was released. domains were 

nucleated antiparallel to H(iv) in the then large domains oriented parallel 

to RCiv) •.. Consequently l:Sl decreased\) but the direction of the induction 

remained reversed. 

H(v) was sufficiently large that the reduction in w* and in 

Hc(W*) with applied stress caused the domains antiparallel to H(v) to dis

appear and those parallel to H(v) to grow until they occupied most of the 

specimen volume. Although domains antiparallel to H(v) were created when 

~ increased at the release of Ii. the induction was increased by the appli

cation and removal of stress. 

As the magnitude of the applied field was decreased from Hev) 
to H( vi) 9 more and more .-doma.ins were nuclea.ted antiparallel to H. When the· 
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stress was applied at H(vi)t there was not sufficient energy released to 

cause all of these nucleated domains to disappear. The existing domain walls 

which were at an equilibrium position with the driving force H(v) at a-'-=I.fk;/MIft ... a 

remained in this position when crwas 'released. They did not move when H 

was reduced with er= 0 because of the large resistance to wall motion from 

the grain boundary poles. When t!T was applied at H( vi) II however, the resis

tance to wall motion was reduced and these walls could relax to a position 

of equilibrium with the smaller driving force H(vi). As a result the in

duction with cr applied was smaller at H(vi) than at H(v) and was reduced 

slightly below its pre-stressed value at (v) when tr was released. 

The mechanisms responsible for the induction changes at (vii). 

(viii) II and (ix) are essentially those of (iii) t (iv) t and (v). ~lhus 

the hypothesis of nucleation at/grain boundaries with its re,sulting require

ment that t~e nucleation field strength increase and the resistance to wall 

motion decrease with decreasing w* has permitted some physical insight into 

the mechanisms responsible for the complicated stress hysteresis patterns 

at constant field strength which}bg;ve been observed in permalloY',. Figures 

7 and 8 show similar curves which were made on a Ferroxcube 4B sample.
ll 

Here the magnetostriction constant is negative and compressive stresses 

were used to reduce w*. The argument for these curves is completely analo

gous to that for the 68 permalloy curves. The degree of change is. in this 

case t less spectacular both because the stresses used were not so large 

and because I i'8 much smaller for the ferrite so that the magni tude of s 
change in w* with change in (cos f), - cos c9a.) is reduced. The curves do 

supportt however. the concept of nucleation at grain boundaties in the 

nickel ferrites as well as the permalloys. 

In Figure 9 are shown10 the effects on the initial magnetization 

curve for 68 permalloy of applying the tensile stress a""and the magnetizing 

field H in different orders. Curve (a) is the normal initial magnetization 

curve. Since w* is large!l H (w*) is large. For H ~ 0.1 Oe.,. therefore \I e 
there is little Bloch wall motion, and the permeability remains low. Curve 

(b) is the initial magnetization curve when the specimen is subject to a 

tensile stress tr = 4'Kg/mm2. Since the tensile stress reduces (cos ~ - cos~) t 

11. Po K. Baltzer and R. Frackiewicz, Digital Computer Laboratory, MIT. 
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H (w*) is reduced to where the total coercivity is H = 0.042 Oeo Therefore c e 
at H = 001 Oeol> most of the domain wall motion has taken place. Since the 

spontaneous magnetization vectors are largely aligned by the stress and the 

wall motion is nearly completed g the induction increases to nearly its 

saturation value at H = 001 Oeo only. 

Curve (d) traces the initial magnetization when the field H is 

applied before the stresso If IS' is applied to reduce w· t the domain wall 

surface tension will exceed the field strength necessary to maintain the 

small domains nucleated at the grain boundaries. These excess surface 

tensions will cause the domain wall area to decrease. If a field H has been 

applied prior to ~g those domains which are aligned antiparallel to H will 

be the most likely to disappear. Even at field strengths H <:: Hc ( tJ" ;;; 4Kgfmm2) 11 

the sum of the excess surface tensions and the applied field will be suffi

cient to collapse nearly all of the domains antiparallel to H. The initial 

permeability is therefore extremely large and the initial magnetization 

curve rises sharply to nearly the saturation value. The excess domain wall 

surface tensions do not exist if the material is demagnetized under a tensile 

load and then magnetized without removing the stress, as in curve (b). 

If the stress is applied and then released after the field H 

has been applied 9 the initial magnetization curve traces out the curve (0). 
When the stress is released. the magnetization drops from curve Cd) to curve 

(c) because of the nucleation of domains of reverse magnetization within the 

large domains oriented parallel to H. The initial permeability is high 

because the domains which are nucleated antiparallel to H when' is released 

occupy considerably less than half the volume whereas the original domains 

oriented antiparallel to H occupied. from curve (a). nearly half the total 

vol umeof the· . specimen. 

A completely analogous set of initial magnetization curves for 

the Ferroxcube 4B body under a compressive stress of 0.32 Kg/mm'- areshownll 

in Figure 10. In Figure 11 is shown the effect on the B_H loop of 68 per-
2 

malloy of applying and removing a tensile stress~= 4Kg/mm twice at 

various field strengths. The normal loop (no tension) has a remanence 

BR ~ B,/ 5. If rotation of the spontaneous magnetization vectors of the 

individual grains from the direction of the applied field to an axis of 

easy magnetization were alone responsible for the change in induction 

(Bs-BR)!J the remanence should be some BR.:!. "iJ/2. Nucleation of domains of 
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reverse magnetization must be contributing to the decrease in induction. 

This conclusion is quite consistent with the argument in connection with 

Figures 5 and 6 where it was assumed that H , 0 if rs- = o. If the stress 
2 n 

~ = 4Kg/mm is applied at any He the coercivity of the sample is p by 

Figure 9, reduced to 0.042 Oe. Also g the consequent reduction in ~ which 

increases the nucleation field strength (c.f. Figure 5 and 6) to Hn ~ 0.02 Oe. 

results in a minimization of the number of Bloch walls present in the specimen. 

If a field H~Oo042~is present. the domains oriented antiparallel to H 

will shrink or disappear. those oriented parallel to H will grow. The degree 

to which the walls completely disappear depends, of course t on the magnitude 

of H. When the stress is removed p domains antiparallel to H will be created 

in the large domains parallel to Eg and the induction will be reduced. The 

effect on the B-H loop of 68 permalloy of application and removal of (I"-4Kgfmm2 • 

therefore & is the reduction in the coercivity from an H > 0.4 Oe. to an c 
HcZ 0.042 o.e. The remanence is affected comparatively little since the 

domains which shrink or disappear when r is applied in a field H = 0 re

appear when ~ is released. After the stress « is applied» however, some 

domain walls are still present in the specimen. If the resistance to wall 

motion is reduced by the application of stress. these relax to a position 

of equili'brium with H = 0 inst:ead of. with H ::: 5 Oe. When the stress is 

subsequently released. these walls remain in their new position. The value 

of BR 5. s II consequently 9 slightly reduced by the application and removal of <r. 
If H is applied first and maintained constant during a successive 

application and removal of tensile or compressive stress on a specimen, the 

successive values of induction in the stressed material decay to some constant 

value. This effect is more pronounced in the stress sensitive materials. 

Figure 12 showslO the change of induction in a 68 permalloY'sample in a 
I 

field of 0.14 Oe. caused by repeated application and removal of a tension of 

4Kgfmm2• Since H <: .... 0.14 Oeo, many domains of reverse magnetization are 
n ~ 

nucleated when the tension is released. Although the field H = 0014 Oe. 

tries to inhibit the size of these domains. nevertheless a certain fraction 

of these domains can form irreversibly by colliding with one another. When 

the stress is reapplied, therefore& not all of the domains which were created 

disappear. The distribution of grain boundary magnetic pole density is now 

different. when the stress is again released. ~he domains of reverse magnet

ization are not nucleated in the same positions and more of the created 
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domains can form irreversibly. With each successive application and release 

of stress I) howevero the probability of forming new irreversibly nucleated 

domains of reverse magnetization is diminished. The change in induction 

rapidly approaches a "cyclic state- which represents the change due to 

reversible nucleation and anihilation of domains of reverse magnetiza.-

tion with change in w* by change in stress. 

Figure 13 showsll the change in induction in a Ferroxcube 4B 

sample in a field of 0065 Oeo caused by successive application and removal 

of a compressive stress of 0.32 Kg/mm2
o The core was first magnetized in 

a field 4.3 Oeo in the opposite direction so that9 cf. Figure 7~ in the 

field 0.65 Oeo the induction in the sample has been brought over the sharp 

knee of the B.,..H loop but \) since H ~ 0076 Ole. 9 is ini tially still anti-
c 

parallel to the applied field. When the stress was first released. there-

fore 0 the resulting nucleated domains were predominately oriented parallel 

to Ho The induction decreased markedly. When the stress was reapplied. 

most of the just created domains antiparal~el to H disappeared along with 

some of those parallel to Ho The field H = 0.65 Oe., however, was strong 

enough to capture some of the newly nucleated domains. In fact. with the 

decrease in Hc(w*) with stress, these newly created domains which were 

captured by H also grew. There resulted a further decrease in induct.ion. 

When the process was repeated g the proportion of initial material anti

parallel to H was considerably smaller so that the net effect was reduced. 

Successive application and removal of stress contained a greater and 

greater proportion of reversible change. Before the "cyclic state" was 

reached o however\) the direction of induction in the sample had been reversed 

to become parallel to the applied field. 

Figure l4(a) shows a diagramatic sketch of the disturbed pulses 

observed in the output from a memory core. A corresponding B-H loop is 

shown in Figure l4(b). The explanation for the change in successive dis

turb signals is completely analogous to the decay in induction change with 

repeated applications of stress. Here. however. nucleation is not accom

plished by a change in w*, but by a change in H. At first both reversible 

and irreversible nucleation takes place when the disturb signal is on. 

The proportion of irreversible nucleatione however, decays quickly to zero. 
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In summary. the concept of nuoleation of domains of reverse 

magnetization at grain boundaries which predicts an increasing nuoleation 

field strength and a decreasing resistance to wall motion as the grain 

boundary magnetic pole density decreases has suggested a qualitative physical 

insight to the complicated induction changes which occur in ferromagnetic 

materials when they are subjected to changes in tensile or compressive 

stresso 
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